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Abstract

The continual involvement of women in philosophy indicates that leading women 

in the Corinthian community would have been well-positioned to interact with Paul’s 

notion of self-control in 1 Cor 9.24-7. The literary evidence shows a long heritage of 

women  participating in philosophy, particularly among the privileged.  The patronesses 

who supported the early churches were therefore perfectly positioned to engage with 

several elements of Paul’s rhetoric, particularly the application of his notion of self-

control in 1 Cor 9.24-7.  

Introduction

 It is well known that Paul often employs the elements of the ideal Cynic-Stoic 

wise-person who is characterized by self-sufficiency brought about by self-mastery or  

self-control.1  Scholarly discussions of self-control often ignore the histories of women in 

  2

1 Some defining qualities of self-sufficiency are fearlessness of death, poverty, 
and exile as well as the ability to renounce a good reputation, and the result is 
invincibility.  Cf., Teles 5H-20H; Cicero, Off. 1.90, Tusc. 5.10.30; Epictetus, Diatr. 4.5.4; 
and Seneca, Constant. 8-18; Diog. Laert. 2.27.  The importance of self-sufficiency in the 
Corinthian correspondence is made evident by John T. Fitzgerald, Cracks in an Earthen 
Vessel: An Examination of the Catalogues of Hardships in the Corinthian 
Correspondence (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), 117-84; in the Thessalonian letters by 
Malherbe, “Gentle as a Nurse: The Cynic Background to 1 Thess 2,” Novum 
Testamentum 12, no. 2 (1970): 203-17; and in Philippians by Malherbe, “Paul’s Self-
sufficiency (Philippians 4:11),” 125-39.    



philosophy and are limited to household management and the regulation of beauty. 2  

Therefore, self-control is almost exclusively applied to women by NT scholars primarily 

where the NT mentions household management or the beauty of women.3  However, the 

participation of women in philosophy in almost every major school - in spite of whatever 

misogyny the founder and followers espouse4 - attributes and applies to women the full 

qualities of self-control.  In other words, self-control for women includes a fearlessness 

of death, contentment in poverty and wealth, and all the invincibility of the Stoic-Cynic 

wise-person.  We can imagine, then, how women interacted with Paul’s use of self-

  3

2 Cf. the studies mentioned above and Stanley Stowers, “Paul and Self-Mastery,” 
in Paul in the Greco-Roman World (ed. J. Paul Sampley; New York: Trinity Press 
International, 2003): 524-50. Neither Malherbe nor Stowers give attention to the histories 
concerning women in philosophy in their treatment of self-sufficiency, self-mastery, or 
self-control. The possibility of women interacting with Paul’s presentation of himself as a 
popular wise-person is even lessened in Fitzgerald by his persistent use of “wise man” in 
his description of the ideal teacher in Cracks in an Earthen Vessel. This oversight is 
curious given the prominent place that women had in the Pauline churches, particularly in 
Corinth, see especially Antoinette Clark Wire, The Corinthian Women Prophets: A 
Reconstruction Through Paul’s Rhetoric (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990).   

3 The application of philosophy to women in the NT seems unnecessarily 
restricted to their relationships to men: their role in the household and appearance and 
behavior in the churches. Bruce Winter focuses on the connections between notions of the 
ideal Roman woman and NT texts, but does not give attention to how these backgrounds 
could have prepared women to interact with these texts, Roman Wives, Roman Widows: 
The Appearance of New Women and the Pauline Communities (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
2003); David Balch reviews Neopythagorean parallels to the NT household codes, but 
does not envision an application of self-control outside of this context, nor does he 
elaborate on the importance of women in the history of Pythagoreanism as preserved in 
Iamblichus and other biographers, “Neopythagorean Moralists and the New Testament 
Household Codes,” ANRW II.26.1, 380-411.        

4 Prudence Allen covers the attitudes of philosophers toward women from the pre-
Socratics through all the Greco-Roman schools relevant to our discussion, The Concept 
of Woman: The Aristotelian Revolution 750BC-1250AD  (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1997).



control in other aspects of their intellectual and social lives.5  This process is not the 

result of a modern understanding that women and men can interact with Paul similarly or 

a gesture of political correctness, but it is an application of ancient culture and philosophy  

to the interpretation of texts.  

 This study begins with a brief summation of the agon motif - the struggle of the 

individual for self-control as an athlete does for a crown - in Greek and Roman 

philosophy and its appearance in 1 Cor 9.24-7.  Then, evidence for women participating 

in Greek and Roman philosophy is presented with emphasis on how elements of self-

control represented by the agon motif are applied to women.  The social context of the 

participation of women in philosophy is addressed, which favors the elite but is not 

exclusive to it.  Finally, it will be argued that while philosophers apply their teachings 

specifically toward a male-centered view of women, these women were armed with the 

full range of philosophy which enabled them to engage their surroundings for themselves, 

at the very least in terms of popular philosophy used by Paul.      

The significance of this study is its application of self-control to ancient women 

which is not defined by their relationship to men: it is not related to household 

management or the regulation of beauty.  Therefore, it escapes the unwritten regulation 

handed down to us by the ancient philosophers, who were unable or unwilling to imagine 

  4

5 There are too many works to list that do not envision women’s experience where 
women are not mentioned in the interpreted text, which de facto restricts the topics to the 
male-centered topics in the NT.  Cf., for example, Karen Jo Torjesen, When Women Were 
Priests: Women's Leadership in the Early Church and the Scandal of Their Subordination 
in the Rise of Early Christianity (San Francisco: Harper, 1993); Magaret Y. MacDonald, 
Early Christian Women and Pagan Opinion: The Power of the Hysterical Woman 
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1996); Luise Schottroff, Lydia's Impatient Sisters, trans. 
Barbara and Martin Rumscheit (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1995).



the woman on her own, thinking for herself.  This study concludes that the wealthy 

women who supported Paul in Corinth were well-positioned to have the philosophical 

background needed to interact with the agon motif of 1 Cor 9.24-7.6                           

The Agon Motif of 1 Cor 9.24-27

Philosophical traditions that either parallel or influence 1 Cor 9.24-7 are widely 

known and recognized by New Testament scholars.7  The agon motif is used by many 

schools to illustrate the internal and external suffering of the sage as she trains herself 

regarding self-mastery.  According to Plato, Socrates says, “parakalw~ de\ kai\ tou_j 

a1llouj pa&ntaj a)nqrw&pouj, kaq’ o3son du&namai, kai\ dh_ kai\ se\ a)ntiparakalw~ e0pi\ 

tou~ton to_n bi/on kai\ to_n a)gw~na tou~ton, o4n e0gw& fhmi a)nti pa&ntwn tw~n e0nqa&de 

a)gw&nwn ei]nai,” “And I invite all other men likewise, to the best of my power, to this 

life and this contest, which I say is worth all other contests on this earth.”8  This life, of 

course, is the struggle to train oneself in virtue.  Most schools (the Pythagoreans, 

  5

6 Robert S. Dutch focuses most of his attention on the athletic aspects of the 
metaphor and this question is unasked, The Educated Elite in 1 Corinthians: Education 
and Community Conflict in Graeco-Roman Context (New York: T & T Clark, 2005), 
219-47.

7 The most notable work in English is Victor C. Pfitzner, Paul and the Agon 
Motif: Traditional Athletic Imagery in the Pauline Literature  (Leiden: Brill, 1967): 
23-37.  The motif is such a recurring one that there are too many examples to list here.  I 
will choose some examples from Pfitzner, who traces the motif from Xenophanes through 
the Hellenistic and Roman philosophers and Judaism. Cf., Roman Garrison, “Paul’s Use 
of the Athlete Metaphor in 1 Corinthians 9” Studies in Religion / Sciences Religieuses 
22.2 (1993): 209-17; Anthony C. Theiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, New 
International Greek Testament Commentary (ed. I. Howard Marshall and Donald A. 
Hagner; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 710-17; David Garland, 1 Corinthians Baker 
Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament (ed. Robert W. Yarbrough and Robert H. 
Stein; Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2003), 441-5.

8 Plato, Gorg. 526d (Lamb, LCL).



Socratics, Cynics, Stoics, and Epicureans are considered briefly in this paper) agree that 

the role of philosophy is self-control which leads to self-sufficiency, but debate 

exactitudes of the method.  The most obvious explanation for the wide-spread use of this 

metaphor is rooted in the observation that education occurred in the gymnasia.9     

The reward for the athlete who undergoes hardship for a crown is often contrasted 

with the philosopher and student who discipline themselves for a more beneficial reward.  

Seneca the Younger, Musonius Rufus, and Epictetus represent first century Stoic 

philosophers who followed this ancient tradition.  Seneca writes that athletes punish their 

bodies only to receive a crown, but the Stoic who punishes it for philosophy receives 

everlasting peace.

Athletae quantum plagarum ore, quantum toto corpore excipiunt! ferunt tamen 
omne tormentum gloriae cupiditate nec tantum quia pugnant ista patiuntur, sed ut 
pugnent: exercitatio ipsa tormentum est. Nos quoque evincamus omnia, quorum 
praemium non corona nec palma est nec tubicen praedicationi nominis nostri 
silentium faciens, sed virtus et firmitas animi et pax in ceterum parta, si semel in 
aliquo certamine debellata fortuna est. 

What blows do athletes receive on their faces and all over their bodies!  
Nevertheless, through their desire for fame they endure every torture, and they 
undergo these things not only because they are fighting but in order to be able to 
fight.  Their very training means torture.  So let us also win the way to victory in all 
our struggles, - for the reward is not a garland or a palm or a trumpeter who calls 
for silence at the proclamation of our names, but rather virtue, steadfastness of soul, 
and a peace that is won for all time, if fortune has once been utterly vanquished in 
any combat.10

In his description of the Stoic wise-person in his essay On Firmness, Seneca again 

utilizes the motif.  The entire essay is dedicated to the argument that the Stoic wise-

  6

9 Pfitzner, Agon Motif, 23.  

10 Seneca, Ep. 78.16 (Gummere, LCL).



person can be harmed by many trials of life, but does not receive injury because of her 

training in philosophy.  One possible harm that many people suffer is the denial of an 

office or other honor that one has worked for, but the wise-person is seeking to be free 

from the vanity that would cause distress over misfortune.

Another common type of injury arises when a man has his profits or a long-chased 
prize torn from his grasp, as when a legacy which he has made great effort to 
secure is turned aside, or the goodwill of a lucrative house is withdrawn. All this 
the wise man escapes, for he knows nothing of directing his life either towards 
hope or towards fear..... You may keep your vices - it is the wise man for whom this 
liberty is being sought. Our aim is not that you may be prevented from doing injury, 
but that the wise man may cast all injuries far from him, and by his endurance and 
his greatness of soul protect himself from them. Just so in the sacred games many 
have won the victory by wearing out the hands of their assailants through stubborn 
endurance.

Musonius Rufus laments that some athletes risk their lives in contest but do not train their 

bodies and minds in philosophy.11  Epictetus is also fond of the metaphor.12  It is 

indisputable, then, that the philosophers commonly employed the agon motif as a 

metaphor for the struggle of the sage or student of philosophy.  The purpose of the 

metaphor, of course, is to challenge the student to train themselves in self-control and 

virtue.  The question arises, then, how would women in the Pauline audiences, 

particularly in Corinth, be able to interact his usage of this popular motif?          

Women in Greek and Roman Philosophy

Women were involved in Greek philosophy from its revolution with Socrates. The 

subsequent Athenian school that was maintained by his students admitted women, despite 

  7

11 Cf., Richard Valantasis, “Demons, Adversaries, Devils, Fishermen: The 
Asceticism of “Authoritative Teaching” (NHL, VI, 3) in the Context of Roman 
Asceticism,” The Journal of Religion 81, no. 4 (2001): 553; Garland, Corinthians, 445.

12 Epictetus, Diatr. 3.22.57; 3.26.31; 4.10.10.



teachings by all of them that dehumanized and demonized woman in a variety of ways.  

According to Xenophon, Socrates himself learned about marriage from Aspasia.13 Plato 

preserves some interaction between Socrates and Diotima of Mantinea concerning 

passion.14  It is noteworthy - and perhaps even remarkable - that the two most important 

historical accounts of Socrates include him learning philosophy from women, whether or 

not they are rhetorical constructs. Some writers mention some female students of Plato, 

who famously denounced women.15 

  8

13 Xenophon, Mem. 2.6.36; Oec. 3.15. 

14 Plato, Symp. 208ff.  Diotima’s speech is from 210d-212a.  Diotima may be a 
real person or a rhetorical creation of Plato.  Her existence, however, cannot be dismissed 
on the basis that women did not participate in philosophy. The best explanation in my 
opinion is that she is a fictional character based on an actual female philosopher, but there 
is no conclusive evidence for either side of the issue.  Cf., Harry Nueman, “Diotima’s 
Concept of Love,” The American Journal of Philology 86, no. 1 (1965): 33-59; F. C. 
White, “Love and Beauty in Plato’s Symposium,” The Journal of Hellenistic Studies 109 
(1989): 149-57.

15 For his female students Lasthenia of Mantinea and Axiothea of Phlus, see Diog. 
Laert. 3.46; Themistius, Or. 295e; cf. P.Oxy. 3656.  Dorothy Wender examines the 
contradictory nature of Plato’s attitudes toward women in, “Plato: Misogynist, 
Paedophile, and Feminist,” in Women in the Ancient World (ed. John Peradotto and J. P. 
Sullivan; Albany: State University of New York Press, 1984), 213-228; cf., Christine 
Garside Allen, “Plato on Women,” Feminist Studies 2, no. 2/3 (1975): 131-8.  An 
examination of Plato’s contradictory views concerning women may serve as an analogy 
for some Pauline contradictions.    



There may be exceptions to the anthropology of Plato16 and Aristotle17 in popular 

  9

16 “tw~n genome/nwn a)ndrw~n o3soi deiloi\ kai\ to_n bi/on a)di/kwj dih~lqon, kata_ 
lo&gon to_n ei0ko&ta gunai=kej metefu&onto e0n th|~ deute/ra,” “Of the men who were born 
in that generation, those who were cowardly and acted unjustly during their lifetimes, 
were (as required by logic) changed into women in the second generation,” Plato, Tim. 
90e (Lamb, LCL).      

17 “  1Eoike de\ kai\ th_n morfh_n gunaiki\ pai=j, kai\ e1stin h( gunh_ w3sper a1rren 
a1gonon,” “... a woman is as it were an infertile male; the female, in fact, is female on 
account of inability of sort, viz., it lacks the power to concoct semen out of the final state 
of the nourishment...,” Aristotle, Gen. an. 727b18 (Peck, LCL).



philosophy. Pythagoreans,18 Epicureans,19 and Stoics20 may have had a somewhat 

‘higher’ anthropology of women, at least idealistically imagining that women were able 

to learn philosophy and benefit from it to almost the same extent as themselves.  

Evidence for a higher anthropology of women from these philosophers is their belief that 

women can practice virtue, engage philosophy, and control their passions.21  However, all 

  10

18 “peri\ de\ th~j pro_j tou_j a1ndraj o(mili/aj keleu~sai katanoei=n, o3ti sumbai/
nei kai\ tou_j pate/raj e0pi\ th~j qhlei/aj fu&sewj parakexwrhke/nai ma~llon 
a)gapa~sqai tou_j egamhko&taj h2 tou_j teknw&santaj au)ta&j,” “He urged them to 
reflect about the relations with their husbands: even their fathers allowed the female sex 
to love those who married them more than the ones who bore them,” Iamblichus, VP 11.  
Iamblichus also says that Pythagoras at the behest of Theano (or another female 
Pythagorean philosopher Deino) ended male and female sexual expression outside of 
monogamous heterosexual marriage in Croton, VP 27.132.  For another project I plan to 
research traditions of women in Pythagoreanism.        

19 For women in the Epicurean Garden, see Jane McIntosh Snyder, The Woman 
and the Lyre: Woman Writers in Classical Greece and Rome (Edwardsville: Southern 
Illinois University Press, 1989), 101-5; cf., T. Brennan, “Epicurus on Sex, Marriage, and 
Children,” Classical Philology 91.4 (1996) 346-352. An Epicurean who may have written 
a treatise against Aristotelian philosopher, Leontion, is mentioned unfavorably by Cicero 
in Nat. d. 1.93. Apparently, Epicurus received some hostilities from other schools for 
admitting women, see Diog. Laert. 10. Epicureanism gained some influence in nearby 
Lycia.  In the second century, Diogenes of Oenoanda erected a huge monument there with 
inscriptions of Epicurean philosophy.  It is currently preserved in 224 fragments. Martin 
Ferguson Smith has produced a plethora of journal articles on this inscription as the 
fragments were discovered and edited.  See also the recent monographs by Pamela 
Gordon, Epicurus in Lycia: The Second-Century World of Diogenes of Oenoanda (Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1996); and C. W. Chilton, Diogenes of Oenoanda, 
The Fragments (London: Oxford University Press, 1971).  Fragment 52 preserves a letter 
of Epicurus to his mother, in which he asks her to interact with his philosophy, see 
Chilton, Diogenes, 19; 108-13; see especially 130, ‘the author is emphasizing the 
necessity of pursuing philosophy in order to dispel fear (of death and/or the gods?) and 
attain perfect happiness.”

20 Allen, Concept of Woman, 159-64.

21 For virtue see Seneca Marc. 16.1; Musonius Rufus 4.9-10 (Lutz, 45); 
philosophy Seneca Marc. 9.1; Helv. 7.3; Musonius Rufus 3.1-3 (Lutz, 39).



Greco-Roman philosophers to my knowledge addresses women as secondary creatures as 

their teachings were anthropologically and cosmologically male-centered, while they 

vary in severity.22  This includes what little philosophy that is attributed to women.  Most 

philosophers understood their teachings as essential to making a man “manly,” and this 

quality is projected onto women who are encouraged to learn philosophy to be “manly” 

as well.23  The separation of male and female duties is cosmologically justified, and 

women were to learn to do their household chores with the same efficiency - both in 

thought and skill - as a man.24  That is, the dual goal of philosophy for men was to teach 

them how to be satisfied in life and effectively serve in public office.  The goal for 

women was to effectively manage the household as if they were a man who had training 

in philosophy.  The contributions of most female philosophers are mediated through male 

historians or friends, but many male philosophers are mediated through their colleagues 

as well (this is especially true of Socrates and the scores of other philosophers whose 

writings are only available in fragments).  The exceptions to this rule may be the pseudo-

  11

22 The popular philosophers never escaped the saying of Socrates “By Hera, 
Ischomachus, your wife has man’s intelligence,” Xenophon, Oec 10.1.  That is, she is 
intelligent because she mindlessly and unquestionably follows her husband’s instructions.  
Female contributions are without exception expressed in male terms.    

23 Which is the point of equal education of males and females in Plato, Leg. 
6.780e-781d; 7.804e-806c; 8.838a-839b; cf., Resp. 5.441c-452d, 454d-e, 455c-456b, 
457a-e, 458c-459a, 459d-461e.               

24 And the law shows that the arrangement of the god made each more competent 
in certain respects. For it is better for a woman to remain indoors than to go outside, and 
it is more disgraceful for a man to remain inside than to take care of the work outside.  If 
anyone does something contrary to the nature god gave him, it is quite possible that his 
disorderliness will not escape the notice of the gods and that he will pay the penalty for 
ignoring his proper work or doing a woman’s work. Xenophon, Oec. 7.29-31; cf., Plato, 
Tim. Diog. Laert. writes that Axiothea dressed like a man, 3.46. 



Pythagorean letters attributed to women, which focus on household management or 

traditional female roles much as Musonius Rufus and Seneca when they address their 

philosophy to women. 25                 

Participation of Women in Philosophy 

Several philosophers who dehumanize and demonize women make exceptions for 

their mothers, female relatives of their friends, and leading patronesses.26  It is here that 

we find evidence of the education of women that makes literacy and the participation in 

  12

25 The pseudo-Pythagorean letters attributed to Theano and Melissa follow the 
pattern of applying philosophy to the management of the household. While the letters of 
Thenao should be taken as pseudepigraphal, the epistle of Melissa gives us no reason to 
doubt its authorship other than a bias that a women could not have written (eg., due to 
widespread illiteracy of females) or that women would not have participated in 
philosophy as students or teachers; see E. A. Judge, New Docs 6:18-23.  Mary Ellen 
Waithe uncritically accepts all of the letters as genuinely written by women, ed., Ancient 
Women Philosophers, 600 B.C.-500 A.D (Boston: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1987).  
Waithe’s book is useful in her presentation of otherwise untranslated material from 
Thesleff’s Pythagorean Texts of the Hellenistic Period, but the citations are exceptionally 
poor.  See reviews by Monica Green in Isis 80: 1 (Mar., 1989), pp. 178-179 and Gillian 
Clarke in The Classical Review New Ser 38:2 (1988), pp. 429-430.  In my own 
experience with this book, I found that Waithe incorrectly attributes a fragment of a quote 
to a female and subsequently added her to her list of female philosophers.  The method 
was to quote Arignote by citing Peter Gorman’s Pythagoras, A Life, page 93.  Gorman 
does not even give the appropriate citation for the quote from Iamblichus, VP 28.148.  
The quote is not attributed to Arignote by either Gorman or his source, but to the poet 
Orpheus who was taught by his mother, the muse Calliope.

26 Paul fits nicely into this pattern by using the household codes that deny women 
the ability to love - relegating the emotion ruled by reason (love) to men and the 
animalistic pathos (fear) to women in Ephesians 5.  Paul also makes exception for leading 
women, such honoring Phoebe and Junia in Romans 16, and the women prophets in the 
Corinthian church are strictly regulated in their clothing and when to speak.  Cf., Wender, 
“Plato,” 225.



philosophy possible. 27  Pliny the Younger praises the education and abilities of a young 

female relative and relishes in discourse with his wife.28  Seneca wrote to his mother 

Helvia and close relative Marcia advising them not to neglect the study of philosophy 

because of their sex.29  He encourages both women to apply Stoic philosophy to their 

lives, notably applying well-known qualities self-control and self-sufficiency, the 

defining characteristics of the ideal wise-person and student of philosophy.30  

The application of self-sufficiency to women is a significant deviation from Plato 

and Aristotle’s anthropology of women, because it implies that women can attain 

complete mastery of their souls and bodies and live as a sage.   At the same time, we can 

reach back to the early Cynic Teles for a Greek example of such an application.  Teles 

applies these attributes to exemplary women as he presents examples of women who 

grieved properly for the loss of their sons in battle.31  While Teles advocates and idealizes 

  13

27 For the literacy of females in the ancient world we can appeal to Pseudo-
Plutarch, Mor. 14b-c; Quintilian, Inst. 1.1.6; Giessen Papyrus 80, 95; FHG 3.520ff (the 
Suda, “Pamphile”); William Harris is consistently skeptical of the education of women 
but there is hope in some areas, Ancient Literacy (Cambridge: Harvard, 1989).

28 Pliny, Ep. 4.19 and 6.4-7; 7.5.

29 Rebecca Langlands analyzes the manner in which Seneca adapts his writing to 
his female audience in “A Woman’s Influence on a Roman Text,” in Women’s Influence 
on Classical Civilization, (London: Routledge, 2004), 115-26.

30 In his letters of consolation, Seneca also utilizes the Epicurean practice of 
focusing on present gifts in times of loss, C. E. Manning, "The Consolatory Tradition and 
Seneca's Attitude to the Emotions," Greece and Rome 21, no. 1 (1974): 71-81.

31 Teles 57H-60H.  Teles does not name the women but contrasts nameless women 
from Attica, Laconia, and Sparta who all reacted differently to the loss of their sons.  It is 
almost certainly rhetoric against women in Attica who have not lived up, at least in his 
eyes, to the legendary women of Laconia and Sparta.  It is nevertheless intriguing that 
women are examples of how the philosopher should grieve.



a more rigorous Cynic lifestyle, he considers it inhuman for women and men not to 

grieve according to human nature.  Grieving must not be done in excess but self-

controlled and tempered by reason.  Similarly, we should not take the essays of Seneca as 

approaching women from the point of view that grieving is an acute feminine weakness, 

because his essay On Firmness is also largely devoted to this weakness as a human frailty  

that Stoicism helps one to overcome.    

In convincing Marcia to cling to Stoic philosophy in her time of loss, Seneca 

contrasts two female role models: Octavia, who is the negative model, and Livia, who is 

positive.32  Seneca teaches her that people should only grieve as nature demands, and not 

do it excessively as people are prone to do.  We see that he applies the qualities of self-

sufficiency as the solution to the problem: the fearlessness of death and exile, success in 

both wealth and poverty, and so on.33  According to Seneca, by adopting his Stoic 

mindset, Marcia will be able to grieve the loss of her son in a healthy, natural way.  

Similar reasoning is used in Seneca’s letter to his mother.  He applies the qualities 

of self-sufficiency to himself and then advises his mother to adopt the same philosophy.34  

He exempts her from common vices of sexual immorality and encourages her to follow 

the example of Cornelia and Rustilia, who bore loss with his moderate Stoic resolve.35  

He reminds his mother that she never participated in several vices and therefore could not 
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32 Seneca, Marc. 2.2-4.

33 Seneca, Marc. 9.1-10.5.

34 Seneca, Helv. 5.2-6.1; 10.3

35 Seneca, Helv. 16.6-7.



blame excessive grief on her feminine weakness.36  Instead, Helvia should take refuge in 

philosophy.

Itaque illo te duco, quo omnibus, qui fortunam fugiunt, confugiendum est, ad 
liberalia studia. Illa sanabunt vulnus tuum, illa omnem tristitiam tibi evellent. His 
etiam si numquam adsuesses, nunc utendum erat; sed quantum tibi patris mei 
antiquus rigor premisit, omnes bonas artes non quidem comprendisti, attigisti 
tamen. 

And so I guide you to that in which all who fly from Fortune must take refuge - to 
philosophic studies.  They will heal your wound; they will uproot your sadness. 
Even if you had not been acquainted with them before, you would need to use them 
now; but so far as the old-fashioned strictness of my father permitted you, though 
you have not indeed fully grasped all the liberal arts, still you had some dealings 
with them.37 

Musonius Rufus teaches that women should learn Stoic philosophy and apply it to 

their lives as women.  At the same time, he does not envision roles for women aside from 

their roles as wives and mothers.  He invites women enter the struggle of the self-

controlled life.  He argues that boys and girls alike should be taught right and wrong and 

to have a shame for what is shameful.

ei]ta de\ e0mpoihte/on ai0dw~ pro_j a3pan ai0sxro&n: w{n e0ggenome/nwn a)na&gkh 
sw&fronaj ei]nai kai\ a1ndra kai\ gunai=ka. kai\ mh_n to_n paideuo&menon o)rqw~j, 
o3stij a2n h|}, ei1te a1rrhn ei1te qh&leia, e0qiste/on me\n a)ne/xesqai po&nou, e0qiste/on 
de\ mh_ fobei=sqai qa&naton, e0qiste/on de\ mh_ tapeinou~sqai pro_j sumfora_n 
mhdemi/an: di’ o3swn a1n tij ei1h a)ndrei=oj.

When these two qualities have been created within them, man and woman are of 
necessity self-controlled.  And most of all, the child who is trained properly, 
whether boy or girl, must be accustomed to endure hardship, not to fear death, not 
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36 Seneca, Helv. 16.1-5.

37 Seneca, Helv. 27.3-4 (Basore, LCL). Seneca goes on to say that if his father had 
been thorough in educating his mother, that she would have been fully equipped to handle 
anything in life.  His father withheld a complete education from her because he thought 
some women learned only so they could impress others and not to enrich their lives.  Cf., 
Juvenal, Sat. 6.242.  



to be disheartened in the face of any misfortune; he must in short be accustomed to 
every situation which calls for courage.38 

It is significant that other schools such as the Epicureans39 and neo-Pythagoreans40 

did not reject this ideal of self-control and self-sufficiency as it became popular with the 

Stoics and Cynics.  On the contrary, other schools debated with the Stoics as to precisely 

what self-sufficiency and its method meant for the sage.41  Therefore, women who were 

exposed to the popular philosophies, not just Stoicism and Cynicism, could have 

interacted with the way that Paul expressed himself using his model of self-control and 

self-sufficiency.              

Social Context of Female Philosophers

Family relationships were important for women in philosophy as an inscription 

found in Mysia indicates, “Ma/gnillan filo/sofon Ma/gnou filoso/fou qugate/ra, 

Mhni/ou filoso/fou gunai=ka,” “Magnilla the philosopher, daughter of Magnus the 
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38 Musonius Rufus 4.5 (Lutz, 48-9). 

39 See especially Epicurus’ section on au0ta/rkeia in Epistula ad Menoeceum 
130-5, text and translation with commentary available in Epicurus: The Extant Remains, 
ed. Cyril Bailey (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1926), 83-93. For differences between Zeno 
and Epicurus with respect to the ideal wise person see P. A. Waerdt, “The Justice of the 
Epircurean Wise Man,” The Classical Quarterly 37, no. 2 (1987): 404; for common 
qualities of self-sufficiency in Stoicism and Epicureanism, see Ivars Avontis, “Training in 
Frugality in Epicurus and Seneca,” Phoenix 31, no. 3 (1977): 215.  

40 Allen, Concept of Woman, 142-51; C. J. De Vogel, Pythagoras and Early 
Pythagoreanism (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1956), 105-6, 111.

41 Seneca, Constan. 15.4. 



philosopher, wife of Menius the philosopher.”42  Most of the female philosophers that we 

know of either left their homes to attend a school or were members of a philosopher’s 

family by marriage or birth and learned at home.  Hipparchia, the wife of Crates, the 

famous student of Diogenes, (who lived in Corinth for a while) is remembered in the 

following epigram:

Ou0xi\ baqusto/lmwn  9Ipparxi/a e1rga gunaikw=n,
tw=n de\ Kunw=n e9lo/man r9wmale/on bi/oton·
ou0de/ moi a0mpexo/nai peronh/tidej, ou0 baqu/pelmoj
eu0mari/j, ou0  lipo/wn eu1ade kekru/faloj·
ou0la\j de\ skipwni sune/mporoj, a3 te sunw?do\j
a1mmi de\ Mainali/aj ka/rrwn a1min  0Atala/ntaj
to/sson, o3son sofi/a kre/sson o0ridromi/aj.
 

I, Hipparchia, chose not the tasks of amply-robed woman, but the manly life of the 
Cynics. Nor do tunics fastened with brooches and thick-soled slippers, and the hair-
caul wet with ointment please me, but rather the wallet and its fellow-traveler the 
staff and the course double mantle suited to them, and a bed strewn on the ground.  
I shall have a greater name than that of Archadian Atlanta by so much as wisdom is 
better than racing over the mountain.43

According to Diogenes Laertius, Hipparchia fell in love with Crates and his way of life 

and married him against her parent’s wishes, and Crates married her reluctantly. She 
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42 J. Arthur R. Munro, “Inscriptions from Mysia,” The Journal of Hellenic Studies 
17 (1897): 269. Cf., Marcus N. Tod, “Sidelights on Greek Philosophers,” The Journal of 
Hellenic Studies, Vol. 77, Part 1. (1957): 132-141.  For philosophy in families see IG 
2.3704.9, 12.  

43 Mary Lefkowitz and Maureen Fant, eds. Women’s Life in Ancient Greece and 
Rome (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 2005), 168, date this epigram in 3rd century BCE, and 
offer an alternative translation: “I, Hipparchia, have no use for the works of deep-robed 
women; I have chosen the Cynics’ virile life.  I don’t need capes with brooches or deep-
soled slippers; I don’t like glossy nets for my hair.  My wallet is my staff’s traveling 
companion, and the double cloak that goes with them, the cover for my bed on the 
ground.  I’m much stronger than Atlanta from Maenalus, because my wisdom is better 
than racing over the mountain.”  This epigram is preserved in the Greek Anthology, 413, 
dated 1st-2nd century BCE.  



attended dinner-parties with him and participated in philosophical debate with their 

colleagues.44 

Iamblichus tells us that Pythagorean philosophy was passed on from parents to 

children, and daughters and wives were critical in this process.45  It is a possibility that 

Iamblichus is revealing more about either his perception of women or giving us historical 

information about his time period and geographical area rather than several centuries 

previous.  In any event, at the suggestion of his wife Theano and on the basis of her 

reasoning, Pythagoras preached against all types of sexual licentiousness and encouraged 
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44 Hipparchia is the only woman who receives a biography in Diog. Laert. 6.96.  
She is most noted for trapping a fellow philosopher Theogenes with the trick of logic, 
‘whatever is right for Theogenes to do to anyone is right for Hipparchia to do to 
Theogenes.’  He responded by pulling at her cloak to embarrass her, but she was not 
disturbed.  In my opinion, this story is not complimentary of women but illustrative of 
how Athenians would view a woman in public: immodest and sexually available to 
everyone.  Hipparchia is also known for having sex with her husband Crates in public. D. 
Cohen challenges and clarifies the traditional conceptions of seclusion, “Seclusion, 
Separation, and the Status of Women in Classical Athens,” Greece & Rome 36 (1989) 
3-15.

45 Iamblichus, VP  254.  The entrusting of writings to family rather than friends 
may indicate that Pythagoreans either in the time of Iamblichus or Pythagoras were not 
integrated into their communities.  The production of texts within families is a deviation 
from the production of literature in the first century by Cicero, Pliny the Younger, and 
Maecenas, who were integrated into patronage relationships, see Raymond Starr, “The 
Circulation of Literary Texts in the Roman World,” The Classical Quarterly 37, no. 1 
(1987): 213-23.  We see the alienation of Pythagoreans from their communities in 
Iamblichus, VP 192-94, where an expectant mother bites off her tongue rather than share 
Pythagorean philosophy.  Iamblichus concludes, “ou3twj dussugkata/qetoi pro\j ta\j 
e0cwterika\j fili/aj h]san, ei0 kai\ basilikai\ tuga/noin.” “So slow were they to make 
friendships outside the school, even if they were friendships with kings.”  



the sexual fidelity of both husbands and wives.46  Pythagoras also encouraged wives to 

love (avgapa,w) their husbands, which indicates that Pythagoras (or more precisely, some 

of his followers) had a female anthropology that allowed for women to be just as 

emotionally expressive as men.47  At the conclusion of De Vita Pythagorica, Iamblichus 

lists 218 male and 17 female Pythagorean philosophers.48  Eight of these women have 

their husbands listed as philosophers, and six are listed without a father or other family 

member who may be known to the ancient reader as Pythagoreans.  

Women all over the Mediterranean would have been able to hear philosophy from 

a variety of schools in their homes as Pliny and Seneca indicate in their correspondence.49  

When girls did not receive a rudimentary education with boys, as in Sparta, husbands 
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46 Throughout the ancient world, male sexual promiscuity in marriage was 
expected and similar female sexual activity was considered immoral and illegal. There 
are a multitude of examples, but I choose from these Euripides, Andr. 205-27; Xenophon, 
Oec. 10.12 (interesting that the wife’s sexual responsibilities are noted as voluntary, but 
the slave girl’s is compulsory); cf., Val. Max. 6.7.1-3.  However, some marriage contracts 
and funerary inscriptions demonstrate that both men and women at least claimed to be 
faithful to one another for life.  For the first century, see the funerary inscription that 
indicates sexual faithfulness of both husband and wife in CIL VI.9499; Lefkowitz and 
Fant, Women’s Life, 181; and the papyrus marriage contract P. Tebt. 104 that prohibits any 
extra-marital sexual activity of the husband.  For P. Tebt. 104, see Arthur S. Hunt Bernard 
P. Grenfell and Gilbart Smyly, eds., The Tebtunis Papyri (London: Henry Frowe, 1902), 
449-53.     

47 “kai\ tou_j pate/raj e0pi\ th~j qhlei/aj fu&sewj parakexwrhke/nai ma~llon 
a)gapa~sqai tou_j egamhko&taj h2 tou_j teknw&santaj au)ta&j,” “even their fathers 
allowed the female sex to love those who married them more than the ones who bore 
them.”  Iamblichus, VP 11.54. 

48 For notes and bibliography on this list, see Walter Burkett, Lore and Science in 
Ancient Pythagoreanism (Cambridge: Harvard, 1972), 105; cf., Sarah B. Pomeroy, 
Spartan Women, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 11.

49 Seneca, Helv. 27.3-4; Pliny, Ep. 4.19; 6.4-7; 7.5; cf., Plutarch, Mor. 138a-146a; 
for an earlier tradition see Xenophon, Oec. 7.1.4-11.1.



were expected and encouraged by the philosophers to provide education.  This education, 

of course, could be and likely often was neglected by the husband, as Seneca lamented.  

Even if education was neglected, philosophy could be present in the household via slaves 

or discussed at the dinner-table (or otherwise in the household) by guests of her husband 

or herself.  Moreover, there is evidence that women (whether widows or influential 

wives50) commissioned the art,51 exchanged slaves,52 and were therefore positioned to 

bring philosophers, poets, and other educators who could provide a variety of services to 

the household as it pleased them.53          

Conclusions

  20

50 The influence of married women and widows in the imperial period is 
discussed in Reit Van Bremen, The Limits of Participation: Women and Civic Life in the 
Greek East in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods (Amsterdam: Gieben, 1996); “Images 
of Women and Antiquity,” in Women and Wealth, ed. Averil Cameron and Amelie Kuhrt 
(Detroit: Wayne State UP, 1983), 223-42 and Ramsay MacMullen, “Women’s Power in 
the Principate,” in Changes in the Roman Empire: Essays in the Ordinary, ed. Ramsay 
MacMullen (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1990), 169-76; cf., for specific application to New 
Testament studies, particularly Corinth, see R. A. Kearsley, “Women in Public Life in the 
Roman East: Iunia Theodora, Claudia Metrodora and Phoebe, Benefactress of Paul,” 
Tyndale Bulletin 50, no. 2 (1999): 189-211; Bruce Winter, Roman wives, Roman widows: 
The Appearance of New Women and the Pauline Communities (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
2003).

51 Susan Silberberg-Peirce suggests that some artwork that promotes women as 
the primary actors may have been commissioned by women, “The Muse Restored: 
Images of Women in Roman Painting,” Woman’s Art Journal 14, no. 2 (1993): 28-36; B. 
S. Ridgway, “Ancient Greek Women and Art: the Material Evidence,” American Journal 
of Archaeology 91 (1987) 399-409. Most of the female artists that Pliny the Younger lists 
in Ep. 35.40, 147 chose female subjects.

52 Cf. the impressive list of evidence in the papyri of women conducting business 
in New Docs 2:25-34.  

53 Cf., Suzanne Dixon, Reading Roman Women: Sources, Genres, and Real Life 
(London: Duckworth, 2001), 89-112.



In light of the evidence presented above, I suggest that some women in the 

Corinthian communities and elsewhere in the Pauline churches would have been able to 

interact with the many aspects of Greco-Roman philosophy that Paul utilizes, challenges, 

or modifies.  Many of the philosophers and ancient writers that are commonly used to 

reconstruct the world of Paul had a low anthropology of women, thinking that women 

were completely inferior to men in every conceivable way.  We have seen that this 

attitude (which varies in severity) must be tempered by the widespread participation of 

women in philosophy.  This attitude also did not keep women out of philosophical 

schools, but schools were not the only place that people could learn.  

Many philosophers taught that women should learn philosophy, and we know of 

women who learned from Plato, Epicurus, and Pythagoras.  We also know of women who 

were encouraged to apply philosophy to their lives: from Xenophon, Seneca, and 

Plutarch.  Women were able to learn philosophy from their husbands and fathers or from 

other women, which was especially important in Pythagorean traditions according to 

Iamblichus.  I suggest also that women who were in control of their property - be it in 

marriage or widowhood - would have been able to bring slaves who knew philosophy or 

philosophers themselves into their households.  Such women would be especially 

important for Paul to interact with as leading patrons of the churches, encouraging them 

to deny themselves from some of their money or property for the sake of the church.  

I conclude therefore that women in the Corinthian communities were positioned 

to interact with an idea as basic as self-control - the point of the athletic metaphor in 1 

Cor 9.24-7 - and determine for themselves how Paul adopts, modifies, or challenges the 
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precise view that they hold.  The metaphor may call to mind specific challenges which 

were relative to their lives: how the loss of friends and family members may be effecting 

their current spiritual life, how they may be struggling with continued giving to Paul’s 

ministry, or with supporting Paul due to his own misogyny.  Reminded of the promise of 

the immaterial crown to give up some material or consider it of less importance, women 

in Corinth may be inspired by this common metaphor in Greco-Roman philosophy to do 

what Paul wants, or be unimpressed with his lack of originality.  In either case, we are 

able to imagine women interacting with Paul’s notions of self-control in ways not limited 

to household management or the regulation of beauty.             
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